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[ DESIGNER PROFILE ]


Photo_Keiichi Nitta（ota office）


Daisuke Obana


Born in Kanagawa, January 28, 1974


1991 After working at a vintage clothing shop since high school, he gained enough 


 experience to be promoted to both buyer and shop manager for a well-respected 


 store in Harajuku. 


1995 He plays a part in launching the select vintage shop “go-getter”. It was in the 


 70’s and 80’s when there was a huge boom in vintage clothing. He eventually 


 stirred up many a movement, as he selected well-designed vintage clothing with 


 a strong 80’s influence.


1999 As he began to doubt the conventional norms of the vintage clothing industry, 


 which puts more value on “how old and well-maintained the clothes are.” As a 


 result, he starts to bring out remakes as well as original designs to be put on the 


 shelves at “go-getter”. 


2000 To further develop this idea, he opened his shop “Mister hollywood” in Harajuku. 


2001 Started the brand “N. HOOLYWOOD”. 


2002 After showing his very first collection in a nite-club, he went on to present his


 collection in the Tokyo Collection.


2010 From his SPRING 2011 collection, he transfers his collection to be presented in NY.


2018 Participated in Amazon Fashion “AT TOKYO” operated by Amazon Fashion Week


 TOKYO. Presented the collection in Tokyo first time in 8 years.







[ BRAND PROFILE ]


<N.HOOLYWOOD>


For his main collection, he sets out to pursue specific themes for each season, attempting to create a new value system by 


shedding light on things from the past, as well as older things we find in the present. 


<N.HOOLYWOOD COMPILE>


“N.HOOLYWOOD COMPILE” is for creating formal wear and dress-wear in a contemporary context. The collection is aimed to 


bring out smaller details so they can illustrate the character of each item, by re-editing various elements for different 


clothing. This can be proposed by dressing up with casual items, or by dressing down the more dressy garments. 


<N.HOOLYWOOD COMPILE spare>


This is about the daily essentials we have around us, and things we find hard to live without as we go by our daily lives.


We can group this under “wardrobe”, to compose the standard collection of N.HOOLYWOOD COMPILE,


while great care is taken to maintain the highest quality in texture and detail. The ideas are embodied in a wide range of products,


so people will want to keep wearing it and having it around for longer periods of time. 


< N.HOOLYWOOD UNDER WEAR >


These are standard items with a focus on underwear as a fundamental part of our wardrobe worn throughout the year.


“UNDER WEAR” is comprised of 13 patterns, such as U neck (S/S, L/S), V neck (S/S, L/S), Crew neck (S/S, L/S),


Thermal shirt, Tank top, Hoodie, Pull-over Hoodie, Crew neck Sweatshirt, Sweat pants and Shorts.


The focus is to provide the best fit, and different fabric is chosen to match each type. There are 7 different sizes from 


XXS~XXL to accommodate each style. 


<N.HOOLYWOOD UNDER SUMMIT WEAR>


 “UNDER SUMMIT WEAR” has evolved from the STANDARD category of “UNDER WEAR”. The name is a combination of 


“under”, from underwear and “summit” (meaning head-of-state, specialist and top notch), with the intention of embodying 


“the very best of what we have around as under garments.” 


As we wear these “under garments” daily, we have launched the high-end model, listening to many requests, such as wanting 


“to wear and feel sophisticated / to be comfortable with what one wears / to have a choice of basic colors other than just 


white.” Depending on how the person feels that day,it can be worn loosely or tightly, to be chosen from 7 sizes (XXS-XXL). 


This is the standard item for men who enjoy style, while seeking for a high and sophisticated quality. 


Representing the style is also the special package we had made based on the “Bankers Box” by the US company Fellowes. 


We designed for them to work with A4 and Letter paper sizes, and assigned our original code “879”. This is N.HOOLYWOOD’s 


under garment line with the highest of quality. (* The code 879 had been adopted from the dial pad of a phone.


Where 8→ U, 7→S, 9→W represent the acronym for UNDER SUMMIT WEAR. 


<N.HOOLYWOOD TEST PRODUCT EXCHANGE SERVICE>


“TEST PRODUCT EXCHANGE SERVICE” represents the military based items that form the foundation of designer Daisuke Obana, 


as he started his career in vintage clothing, later to be interpreted as town-ware. 


The EXCHANGE SERVICE is a chain of cooperative stores for US military personnel to purchase their daily goods. 


With the aim to create products that may be picked up by the EXCHANGE SERVICE, this line will be developed as an authentic 


military collection, collaborating with brands that are officially acknowledged by the military.


(*The codes are actually used, as “NEX” stands for the Navy’s NAVY EXCHANGE, “POST EXCHANGE/PX” for the Army,


and “BASE EXCHANGE/BXX” for the Air Force.) 


<N.HOOLYWOOD TEST PRODUCT EXCHANGE SERVICE BARRACKS KIT>


This is the underwear line that has come from ”N.HOOLYWOOD EXCHANGE SERVICE”. 


“Angle” has a history of manufacturing high quality under garments favored by the Royal family. 


With technical advisory from Angle, which has continued to pursue the best in product making, we developed an underwear 


line for military use, maintaining high quality and great cost performance. The unique packaging inspired by military ration is 


designed specially for this line. 







[ N.HOOLYWOOD COLLECTION ]


 2002 .2 2002S/S「RECLAMATION/再生」First COLLECTION


  .6 2002-3A/W COLLECTION「AS FOR THE LUCIFER」
  .12 2003S/S COLLECTION「MEDICAL/医療」
 2003 .5 2003-4A/W COLLECTION「DRESS DOOR」
  .11 2004S/S COLLECTION「ACTIVIST」
 2004 .4 2004-5A/W COLLECTION「VO5」
  .11 2005S/S COLLECTION「BACK TO DEVICE」
 2005 .4 2005-6A/W COLLECTION「CAMP DENALI」
  .10 2006S/S COLLECTION「THE SILHOUETTE」
 2006 .4 2006-7A/W COLLECTION「CDA」
  .9 2007S/S COLLECTION「POPING 2」
 2007 .3 2007-8A/W COLLECTION「THE GAME」
  .9 2008S/S COLLECTION「AFTER SPUTNIK」
 2008 .4 2008-9A/W COLLECTION「DAILY LIFE TRUTH」
  .9 2009S/S COLLECTION「NEW ORDER」
 2009 .3 2009-10A/W COLLECTION「SKYSCRAPER」
  .9 2010S/S COLLECTION「AUTO JUNKTION」
 2010 .3 2010-11A/W COLLECTION「COVERAGE」
  .9 SPRING2011 NY COLLECTION「POLICE PICTURE」
 2011 .2 FALL2011 NY COLLECTION「HALF DOME」
  .9 SPRING2012 NY COLLECTION「TITLE BACK」
 2012 .2 FALL2012 NY COLLECTION「THE KAPITAN」
  .9 SPRING2013 NY COLLECTION「VANDALEGAL」
 2013 .2 FALL2013 NY COLLECTION「LOST STAR」
       .9 SPRING2014 NY COLLECTION「TWO GUN HART」
 2014 .2 FALL2014 NY COLLECTION「BTLGGRS」
       .9 SPRING2015 NY COLLECTION


 2015 .2 FALL2015 NY COLLECTION


  .7 SPRING2016 NY COLLECTION


 2016 .2 FALL2016 NY COLLECTION


  .7 SPRING2017 NY COLLECTION


 2017 .2 FALL2017 NY COLLECTION


  .7 SPRING2018 NY COLLECTION


 2018 .2 FALL2018 NY COLLECTION


  .7 SPRING2019 NY COLLECTION


  .10 Amazon Fashion “AT TOKYO”


 2019 .2 FALL2019 NY COLLECTION


  .7 SPRING2020 NY COLLECTION







[ STORES ]


Mister hollywood


4-13-16 Jingumae Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0001


03-5414-5071


Mister hollywood OSAKA


1-14-5 Minamihorie Nishi-ku OSAKA 550-0015


06-6710-9600


N.HOOLYWOOD GINZA


GINZA SIX 5F 6-10-1 Ginza Chuo-ku Tokyo104-1061


03-6263-9933


N.HOOLYWOOD ROPPONGI


Roppongi Hills Mori Tower West Walk 4F 6-10-1 Roppongi Minato-ku Tokyo 106-6104


03-6455-5011


N.HOOLYWOOD SHINJUKU


Mitsukoshi Isetan Men’s 6F 3-14-1 Shinjuku Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 160-0022


03-6457-8717


N.HOOLYWOOD NAGOYA


JACK IN THE BOX DISTRIBUTION DEPT 3-1-65 Osu Naka-ku Nagoya city Aichi 460-0011


052-265-9512


N.HOOLYWOOD FUKUOKA


Fukuoka PARCO New Wing 3F 2-11-1 Tenjin Chuo-ku Fukuoka city Fukuoka 810-0001


092-235-7207


N-HOOLYWOOD.COM


https://n-hoolywood.com







[ COLLABORATION ]


MARENCO


MERRELL


MHW


MIGHTY-MAC


New Balance


OLIVER GOLDSMITH


OPENING CEREMONY


OPTITUDE


OUTDOOR PRODUCTS


PRO-keds


Pendleton


Rags McGREGOR 


Reebok CLASSIC


reyn spooner


ROOSTERKING&CO


SCREEN STARS


SPERRY TOP-SIDER


Suicoke


SUNSPEL


THE LAUNDRESS


Timberland PRO 


UGG


umbro


VANS


Wild Things


Wrangler


WOOLRICH


YOSHIDA&CO.,LTD.


7×7


’47 BRAND 


AIRWALK


ArkAir


ALPHA INDUSTRIES


AVIREX 


ayame


bakateee


Chaco 


Champion


CONVERSE


ADDICT


Curious Curio


Danner


DIESEL 


Dickies


Gaimo


GENERIC SURPLUS


GEORGE COX


GLENROYAL


GLOVERALL


Gramicci


GREGORY


G-SHOCK


HAMILTON


Hanes


HIPPOPOTAMUS


JERZEES


Lee


Loopwheeler
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